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Introduction and Experimental Setup
•
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CO2 storage, oil and gas recovery are geological scale engineering, but
controlled by the displacement and migration of fluids and gas at pore scale,
which are ultimately controlled by pore wettability, pore surface chemistry and
roughness, pore structure and the interactions between gas, oil, water and pore
surfaces.
Pore wetting has been considered as an important factor in carbon storage and
enhanced oil recovery. Previous studies were limited to the wetting
measurements on flat substrates; few measurements were directly carried in a
pore to indicate the pore wetting.
The technique developed in our lab has been used for the measurement of static
pore wetting, dynamic pore wetting, the effect of CO2 phase, chemical structure
on pore wetting, pore wettability alteration, and the effect of CO2 phase on it
displacement in core samples and single pores.
Pore wettability is very different from the wettability measured from a flat surface.
CO2 phase and chemical structure significantly affect pore wetting, subsequently
affect fluid displacement, and CO2 migration in porous rocks.

Pore wetting measurement

Core flooding system for CO2 displacement

Difference between pore wetting and wettability measure from a flat surface
A new empirical correlation
proposed based on our
experimental data can predict
the dynamic contact angles for
liquids in a small pore at a low
capillary regime
(1.0×10-7 < Ca< 1.8×10-5).

Static pore contact angles for DI water, 1-propanol, n-decane and crude oil in glass capillaries,
Red lines represent contact angle measured from a flat surface
• Pore contact angle varies with pore size.
• Contact angles in pores are largely different from the contact angles measured from flat surfaces.

Dynamic contact angle
• Dynamic contact angle of liquids in a pore depends on and contact-line velocity,
surface tension and viscosity of liquids.

Effect of CO2 phases and chemical structure on pore wetting

Effect of chemical structure on pore contact angle

The amphiphilic organics with functional groups (hydroxyl, amino and
carboxyl) have larger pore contact angles than the non-polar organics, and
in the order of θ-OH>θ-NH2>θ-COOH.

The pore contact angle of non-polar organics does not depend on the alkyl
chain length. The pore contact angle of amphiphiles increases dramatically
with the straight alkyl chain length.
The straight alkyl chain contributes to the pore contact angle most and the
side chain on the carbon of backbone tends to reduce the pore contact angle.
The symmetrical molecular structure of organic gives the smallest contribution
on the pore wetting.

Effect of CO2 phase on pore contact angle
• In an oil-wet pore (FEP), CO2-fluids contact angles vary significantly with CO 2 phase:
θgasCO2<θsupercritical CO2<θliquid CO2.
• In a water-wet pore (glass), the CO2-fluid contact angles in a glass pore do not significantly
vary with CO2 phase
• Salinity effect is not significant on pore wetting in this FEP pore.

Effect of CO2 phase on its displacement in sand stone core samples

Capillary pressure-water saturation curves for
gas CO2-water displacements at 10 bar and 30
bar and liquid CO2-water displacement at 75 bar

Normalized water production rates of gas CO 2-water,
liquid CO2-water and supercritical CO2-water systems
against water saturation

Capillary pressure-water saturation curves for supercritical CO 2water displacement (75 bar, 40oC), gas CO2-water displacement
(10 bar, 20oC) and liquid CO2-water displacement (75 bar, 20oC)

Densities of liquid CO2 and supercritical CO2 from
20 to 40oC at 75 bar

Water production behaviour of gas CO 2-water, liquid
CO2-water and supercritical CO2-water systems

Relative permeability curves for gas CO 2-water, liquid
CO2-water and supercritical CO2-water displacements

Cumulative water production and CO2 injection for the
supercritical CO2-water system at supercritical CO2 injection
rates of 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 ml/min

Relative permeability curves predicted based on Plug and
Bruining’s experimental data for gas CO2-water, liquid CO2-water
and supercritical CO2-water displacement
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